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A new eye-catching picture word book in an attractive
and unusual format with detailed images to pore over and
name. This book will help broaden knowledge of rare
animals in the zoo environment. Vocabulary building is
essential from a very young age and this series of picture
word books will give children a good headstart.
“While you’re reading Neuro Web Design, you’ll probably
find yourself thinking ‘I already knew that…’ a lot. But
when you’re finished, you’ll discover that your ability to
create effective web sites has mysteriously improved. A
brilliant idea for a book, and very nicely done.” – Steve
Krug, author of Don’t Make Me Think! A Common Sense
Approach to Web Usability Why do people decide to buy
a product online? Register at your Web site? Trust the
information you provide? Neuro Web Design applies the
research on motivation, decision making, and
neuroscience to the design of Web sites. You will learn
the unconscious reasons for people’s actions, how
emotions affect decisions, and how to apply the
principles of persuasion to design Web sites that
encourage users to click. Neuro Web Design employs
“neuro-marketing” concepts, which are at the intersection
of psychology and user experience. It’s scientific, yet
you’ll find it accessible, easy to read, and easy to
understand. By applying the concepts and examples in
this book, you’ll be able to dramatically increase the
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effectiveness and conversion rates of your own Web site.
A lonely young prince wants to get married, but how can
he find a real princess? Find out in this charming retelling
of Hans Christian Andersen's classic story about a very
tall bed and a very small pea. Beautifully illustrated by
Lorena Alvarez, this is the latest addition to Usborne's
collectable series of picture books including classic
stories and non-fiction.
A look-and-talk book for very young children, with simple,
bright illustrations of comical animals and lots to spot and
talk about on every page. Jolly, rhyming text asks
questions that encourage children to look carefully,
helping to develop their concentration and visual
discrimination.
My First 100 Words
Who's Wearing a Hat?
Beauty and the Beast
Neuro Web Design
Yellow Yellow
The Vegan Book of Permaculture

A beautifully illustrated picture book
tracing the entire history of the
world, from Stone Age paintings to the
computer revolution. Contains 15
spreads, each with simple and engaging
text to accompany sumptuous
illustrations by Galia Bernstein.
Stunning artefacts and paintings are
used to introduce major turning points
in the history of the world - great
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battles, the rise and fall of empires,
revolutions and world-changing
inventions. Perfect for introducing
young children to fascinating new
topics in history - from European
rulers, to African kingdoms, to Aztec
and Inca treasures. This hardcover
picture book is also available as a
paperback edition, with stickers
(978140564096).
Eliminating Stress, Finding Inner Peace
is an important step on the healing
journey. Stress kills—there’s no doubt.
It eats away at you, affecting your
level of happiness, as well as your
stomach lining. It raises your blood
pressure and directly harms your
cardiovascular system. It depresses
your immune system and allows chronic
illnesses to overwhelm you—causing
pain, disability, and even death.
Basically, stress prevents you from
experiencing life’s many pleasures.
Stress is a mental state that can cause
severe negative emotional and physical
consequences. It can be entirely
eliminated, or at least greatly
lessened, by adjusting our
understanding and attitudes, and by
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learning simple, yet very effective,
relaxation techniques. This book, with
its accompanying stress-reduction audio
download, will help you deeply relax.
It will enable you to release the acute
and chronic tension you constantly
carry in your body and mind. It can
also help you remove the blocks and
obstacles to your inner peace and
contentment, and prevent stress-related
illness and disease. To heal yourself
in this manner is an act of self-love,
because you’re taking the time and
expending the energy to work on
yourself physically and emotionally,
thereby bringing more joy into your
life. You’ll find that regular practice
with the audio will produce profound,
long-lasting results.
Children will love this magical sticker
book. Place the magical unicorns onto
the fairy scenes using the 4 spreads of
stickers provided.
When TED, the global media platform,
took down scientist Rupert Sheldrake's
lecture, "The Science Delusion,"
deeming it not scientific, it ignited a
fierce discussion around the globe.
Bloggers, commenters, distinguished
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scientists, Internet trolls and even a
Nobel Prize winning physicist all
contributed to this once-in-a-lifetime
debate. The subject? The most
controversial question of all
time--what is nature of reality? In Psi
Wars: TED, Wikipedia and the Battle for
the Internet, Craig Weiler, in
journalistic fashion, demonstrates how
science, the accepted arbiter of truth,
is constantly being manipulated and
propagandized in an effort to uphold
prejudices and beliefs in the
scientific community. There is a
division within the sciences about the
nature of consciousness and the
legitimacy of parapsychology as a
science. Weiler examines how so-called
guerilla skeptics and organizations
lobby mainstream media, universities,
colleges and scientific organizations,
and use digital media such as Wikipedia
to defend their point of view and
discredit consciousness researchers and
scientists. The controversy over the
nature of reality has a profound effect
on our society and helps determine our
thoughts and actions and how we view
the world. Brainwashing and propaganda,
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thought by many to be the tenets of
religion and totalitarian regimes, is
alive and well in the world of science
and influencing our daily lives.
The Shift
The First Step
... Is it the Orange Cat?
Complete Dickens
Recipes for Healthy Eating and
Earthright Living
Mom
The Shift—the book inspired by the movie of the
same name—illustrates how and why to make the
move from ambition to meaning. Experience the
internationally renowned principles and teachings of
Dr. Wayne W. Dyer as they come to life in this oneof-a-kind enhanced e-book. Download The Shiftand
allow these lessons to guide you down a more
authentic and rewarding path today. As we
contemplate leaving the morning of our life, where
ego has played a commanding role, and entering the
afternoon (and evening), where meaning and
purpose replace ambition and struggle, we may
encounter unexpected occurrences that accompany
this new direction. It’s almost a universal law that
we’ll experience a fall of some kind. Yet these falls or
low points provide the energy we need to move
away from ego and into a life of meaning and
purpose. The Shift doesn’t mean that we lose our
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drive and ambition; it signifies that we become
ambitious about something new. We make a
commitment to living a life based on experiencing
meaning and feeling purposeful, rather than a life
based on never-ending demands and false promises
that are the trademark of the ego’s agenda.
Dr Roy Martina has developed a powerful
comprehensive healing system called 'Omega
healing'. This preventative system has been
acknowledged as one of the most powerful healing
techniques currently available. It tackles the root
cause of problems – not just the symptoms.
Balancing the emotional body and returning to our
core essence restores us to greater health, ease and
happiness. This fantastic CD package collects
together some of Roy's most powerful teachings on
this subject, along with meditations that will allow
you to implement its incredible effects in your life.
The first section provides an excellent introduction to
Roy's background and how he came to heal himself
using his Omega Healing technique. The second
section features four incredible meditations that will
allow you to heal every aspect of your life. The first
provides energy and vitality. The second is a
relaxing visualisation for the end of the day. The third
helps with releasing feelings. The fourth helps heal
traumas in our past lives. These meditations,
recorded live in London and exclusively for Hay
House showcase one of the brightest new voices in
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healing.
Sir Charles Baskerville is dead. Near his body is the
footprint of an enormous hound. Could it be the
legendary Hound of the Baskervilles? The case
takes Sherlock Homes and Doctor Watson to lonely
Baskerville Hall, a house full of secrets on the
mysterious moor. With fun activities after the story,
and online audio in British and American English.
The Usborne English Readers series is a new range
of graded readers in simplified English for younger
learners. They include activities, glossaries and a full
audio recording of the text in both British English and
American English. Illustrations: Full colour
throughout
Previously published: Great Britain: Bantam Press,
2007.
Crudismo in pratica. Il videocorso delle preparazioni
fondamentali. DVD
Psi Wars
How the Crab Got His Claws
Big Book of Numbers
Cook. Eat. Love.
Whispering in the Wind
The benefits of regression therapy extend far beyond the
clearing of symptoms. Often, the result is healing at all
levels—physical, emotional, and spiritual. Mirrors of Time,
by Brian Weiss, M.D., allows you to take regression
therapy to the next level. Now you can go back through
time by recalling past events that may have led to
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difficulties in the present. Through the process of
remembering, symptoms diminish, and a strong sense of
relaxation and well-being often emerges. Even past-life
memories can be elicited by these exercises, and regular
practice will enhance your physical and emotional health
and open up spiritual vistas that can bring new meaning
to your life. An audio download is included that goes
beyond meditation and visualization exercises—it contains
the actual regression techniques Dr. Weiss uses with his
patients. By reading Mirrors of Time and practicing the
exercises on the accompanying audio, you’ll find that
you’ll be filled with more peace, joy, and love—and
virtually all aspects of your everyday life will benefit!
When Fearne's not making us laugh onscreen or
keeping us company on the radio, you'll find her in the
kitchen cooking up a storm. Easy, healthy recipes that
are fun to make and delicious to eat - these are the
recipes Fearne loves and has become famous for.
Recipes she can't wait to share with you, too. With
chapters covering fresh and delicious breakfasts to start
your day well; simple, sumptuous lunches to enjoy at
home and on the run; and comforting dinners that show
you how to eat the rainbow, Cook. Eat. Love provides
over 100 recipes that will have you eating happily and
healthily at every meal time. A pescatarian herself who
cooks meat for her family, Fearne includes recipes that
can cater for both and be packed with goodness either
way. You'll also find plenty of ideas for elevenses,
afternoon treats, baked goods and desserts that use
plenty of natural ingredients to make those sweet treats
guilt-free and just as satisfying. From Thai Coconut Soup
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to Quick and Healthy Pizzas; Roast Chicken Cashew
and Chilli salad to Salted Caramel Chocolate Slice and
Beetroot Cupcakes, Cook. Eat. Love is guaranteed to
bring joy to your kitchen and beyond.
HOW you eat is as important as WHAT you eat. Millions
are suffering indigestion, obesity, fatigue, constipation,
and physical, as well as mental diseases which can be
greatly alleviated by the proper diet and most of all the
WAY one eats. Power Eating Program:You Are How You
Eat, by Lino Stanchich, L.N. and world renowned
Macrobiotic Educator and author, provides the "Missing
Key" to the optimum absorption and digestion of foods,
no matter which foods you eat. Lino Stanchich's simple,
yet powerful eating techniques, that he discovered and
utilized while in a WWII concentration camp, saved his
life and will create greater energy and health in your life.
Learn how to practice this simple, no-cost method of
eating which has been shown scientifically to increase
vitality and immunity while reducing weight, indigestion,
acid reflux, and fatigue. It is a book you can really sink
your teeth into!
Politicians employ a wide range of strategies to achieve
their goals - and language is one of them. What impact
does their language have on us, on their opponents, on
the public opinion? If language matters, then the
interesting question naturally arises how politicians use
language to their advantage? How do they use it to
convince us of the truth of their views? These questions
take us into the world of political framing, which has
attracted a lot of attention in recent times and forms the
subject of this book. Framing is obviously not a new
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phenomenon, nor is it the preserve of right-wing
politicians, as is sometimes suggested. The author
discusses both old and new examples of framing, as well
as various left and right-wing frames. The examples
presented in this book have been carefully selected, in
the hope that they will not only help you understand the
game of framing and reframing but also show you how
much impact you can have by using the right words.
Eliminating Stress, Finding Inner Peace
From Atlantis to the Sphinx
How Politicians Convince Us That They Are Right
199 Zoo Animals
Power Eating Program
You Are How You Eat

Cathy like a longtime friend who shares the same
fears and frustrations as most women: the
frightening sight of too-tight swimsuits in a dressing
room mirror, the relentless call of the refrigerator,
and men who are never quite right. This gift book
features one of Cathy's most popular subjects: Mom.
This is a cartoon soul mate. Readers will find
comfort, solace, and lots of laughs.
In this compelling book, Colin Wilson argues that
thousands of years before ancient Egypt and Greece
held sway, there was a great civilization whose ships
traveled the world from China to Antarctica. Their
advanced knowledge of science, mathematics, and
astronomy was passed on to descendants who
escaped to Egypt and South America. From Atlantis
to the Sphinx bases this assertion on a true fact: that
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archaeologists and geologists are at odds over the
age of the Sphinx. Archaeologists claim that the
Sphinx dates to classical dynastic Egypt, around
2,400 b.c. But some geologists claim that it could
have been built as early as 7,000 to 10,500 b.c. The
geologists' claim is based on the curious fact that the
erosion of the Sphinx is more characteristic of water
erosion than that of wind and sand. Starting from the
assumption that there was an advanced civilization
in existence much earlier than previously thought,
Wilson goes on to claim that it could very well be
Atlantis--not a literal island that sank, but more of a
great civilization that either declined naturally or
experienced a great catastrophe, passing on only a
fraction of its knowledge to other peoples. From
Atlantis to the Sphinx delves into what might have
been a completely different knowledge system from
that of modern man--one as alien to us as that of the
Martians. The book sets out to reconstruct that
ancient knowledge in a fascinating exploration of the
remote depths of history, a ground-breaking attempt
to understand how these long-forgotten peoples
thought, felt, and communicated with the universe.
A groundbreaking book about personal growth that
presents a uniquely effective set of four tools that
bring about dynamic change in the present and
impart a greater understanding of the depth and
complexity of the human condition over the longterm.
The Tools addresses the most common complaint
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patients have about psychotherapy: the interminable
wait for change to begin. Barry Michels, an LA-based
therapist, was frustrated by his inability to bring his
patients faster relief from the issues that plagued
them. He found a mentor in Phil Stutz, a psychiatrist
who years before devised a methodology that arose
from a similar disenchantment. The traditional
therapeutic model sets its sights on the past, but
Stutz and Michels employ an arsenal of
tools--exercises that access the power of the
unconscious and effectively meet the most persistent
problems people face--and the results are
electrifying. Stutz and Michels are much soughtafter--a recent profile in The New Yorker touted them
as an "open secret" in Hollywood--and treat a highpowered and creative clientele. Their first work, The
Tools transcends the typical self-help genre because
of its paradigm-changing material, the credibility of
its authors, and the instant appeal and
empowerment of its message.
peep inside and follow the adventures of a little girl
and her Nutcracker doll one magical Christmas
night. The cut-out pages enhance the magic and
Christmassy feel, with delicate snowflakes, and fairy
magic, and enable the reader to peep inside a
palace made from sweets. Delicate cutaways and
holes to peep through create a magical filigree
effect. Disney's live action movie The Nutcracker and
the Four Realms is released in November 2018,
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starring Keira Knightley, Helen Mirren and Morgan
Freeman. Other Nutcracker books available from
Usborne: 9780746064184 The Nutcracker (Young
Reading Series), 9781409536789 The Nutcracker
(Picture Book). Young children will love looking at
the detail in this book - both in the illustrations and in
the peep-throughs and flaps - and sharing and
talking about it with a grown-up.
The Art of Political Framing
I Can Make You Rich
Mirrors of Time
Unicorns Sticker Book
History of the World in 100 Pictures

Dive into the world of business with this lively
introduction, whether you want to be an
entrepreneur or a smarter consumer. With bright,
infographic pictures, it describes how to start
your own business, manage your money and beat
the competition and explains global supply chains
and interest rates. Includes links to websites to
find out more.
Transcriptions of video tapes by the originator
and co-founder of Neuro-linguistic programming.
How we eat is such a fundamental part of what
we are; yet, in our present time-poor culture of
prepackaged fast foods, food can become an
expensive symptom of alienation and
disempowerment. It doesn’t have to be this way!
The Vegan Book of Permaculture gives us the
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tools and confidence to take responsibility for our
lives and actions. Creating a good meal, either for
ourselves or to share, taking time to prepare
fresh, wholesome home- or locally grown
ingredients with care and respect can be a deeply
liberating experience. It is also a way of taking
back some control from the advertising agencies
and multinational corporations. In this
groundbreaking and original book, Graham
demonstrates how understanding universal
patterns and principles, and applying these to our
own gardens and lives, can make a very real
difference to both our personal lives and the
health of our planet. This also isn’t so very
different from the compassionate concern for
"animals, people, and environment" of the vegan
way. Interspersed with an abundance of delicious,
healthy, and wholesome exploitation-free recipes,
Graham provides solutions-based approaches to
nurturing personal effectiveness and health, ecofriendly living, home and garden design, veganic
food growing, reforestation strategies, forest
gardening, reconnection with wild nature, and
community regeneration with plenty of practical
ways to be well fed with not an animal dead! This
is vegan living at its best.
A lively retelling of a classic tale about a naughty
crab. Based on the famous "Just So" story by
Rudyard Kipling. This easy-to-read retelling of a
popular classic is further enhanced with charming
illustrations by John Joven. Part of the Usborne
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Reading Programme, a collection of over 300
reading books, graded in eight levels and
developed with reading experts. Level One books
are for readers just starting to read on their own.
English Readers Starter Level 2: Gulliver's Travels
Emotional Balance
Total Massage
Men, Money, and Chocolate
Romeo and Juliet
Transform Your Problems into Courage,
Confidence, and Creativity

It's the most famous love story in the world. Romeo and
Juliet's families hate each other, but when the two youg
people fall in love, can they bring the families together
and be happy? Usborne English Readers series is a new
range of graded readers in simplified English for younger
learners. They include activities glossaries and a full audio
recording of the text in both British English and American
English.
This beautifully illustrated book contains all of Charles
Dickens' novels, and the novella A Christmas Carol, all
skillfully retold for children. The retellings simplify the
novels for a young modern reader, with quotations from
the original text throughout. Wonderful illustrations by
Maria Surducan show the characters and the smoggy
London scenes. * The perfect book for children studying
Charles Dickens, or those who simply enjoy reading
wonderful stories. Each story has an introductory plate
showing all the main characters and introducing the plot,
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as well as single and double plate illustrations depicting
scenes from the story. Includes a section all about Charles
Dickens, his times and other writings. An heirloom of the
future, this beautiful book is richly produced to a standard
this timeless classic deserves, with a padded Hardback
cover, a ribbon marker and traditional binding.
Take a whistle-stop tour through the alphabet from
amazing aardvarks, big brown bears and crazy cats, via
dancing ducks, invisible imps and naughty narwhals to
yawning yaks and zooming zeppelins.
A number book like no other, introducing children to the
significance of different numbers and the things they are
associated with. Did you know that an octopus has 3
hearts, every snowflake has 6 points, giraffes have 7 bone
in their necks, cloud cover is measure in 'oktas' from 0 to
8, and that 9 is lucky in China (but unlucky in Japan)? An
unusual approach to a numbers book and a gorgeous and
slightly eccentric illustration style will make this title
stand out in a crowded retail environment. By the team
who worked together on the acclaimed My First 100
Words Book, Count to 100 and the award-winning Big
Book of Colours (winner of the School Library
Association's Under 7 Children's Choice Award 2016). An
effortless and enjoyable way for children to learn about
topics as diverse as fractions, counting, shapes,
measuring, music, dates, animals, space, sports,
geography and mythology through the magic of numbers.
The True Story of a Prominent Psychiatrist, His Young
Patient, and the Past-Life Therapy That Changed Both
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Their Lives
Many Lives, Many Masters
What Makes Them Click?
TED, Wikipedia and the Battle for the Internet
A Celebration of One of the Four Basic Guilt Groups
Peep Inside a Fairy Tale the Nutcracker
Maya spends each day in her café, dreaming
of a perfect life: one filled with love, wealth,
and beauty. But she can’t create the life she
longs for. She tries to find fulfillment in the
pursuit of men and money, and when that
doesn’t work, she seeks comfort in
chocolate. This just leaves her empty and
lost. Then Maya meets a magical stranger
who sets her on a path to create the life of
her dreams…This sweet and touching truelife tale about love, success, weight loss,
and enlightenment will show you what is
possible when you listen to your heart,
believe in yourself, and take inspired
actions in the direction of your dreams.
Based on the author’s actual experiences,
this is a tale of transformation that reveals
how to love another without losing yourself,
find work that makes your heart sing, and
revel in the delightful decadence of
chocolate without guilt or recrimination!
Describes the case of a young woman
suffering from anxiety attacks, explains how
hypnosis revealed her memories of past
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lives, and discusses the usefulness of
regression therapy
A bright, colourful, and absolutely
charmingly illustrated word book, filled with
familiar things for little children to spot and
name. Provides lots for children to look at
and talk about, encouraging vocabulary
building and word recognition.
Explores the role of synchronicity in all
aspects of life and shows how to analyze
synchronistic experiences to help gain selfunderstanding
Water for Unity
Big Book of ABC
English Readers: the Hound of the
Baskervilles
Business for Beginners
An Essay on the Morals of Diet, to which are
Added Two Stories
Magic in Action
A boy proudly wears and finds many uses for the
yellow construction hat he found--but eventually
its owner appears.
An engaging retelling of one of the most famous of
classic British stories. The story is followed by
activities and a glossary of less familiar words, and
links to a full recording of the text online in either
British English or American English.
Crudismo in pratica. Il videocorso delle
preparazioni fondamentali. DVDPower Eating
ProgramYou Are How You Eat
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A collection of short essays from 17 very wellknown authors who have a solid scientific
background or renown within their ancestral
traditions. What they have in common is that each
one, within their discipline, is aiming to use waters
molecular structure and memory to improve our
world. This book is connected to a worldwide
movement which is going to organize at least four
significant worldwide events during 2015 and
2016. The essayists themselves are part of this
movement and readers can join too. They will
experiment, for instance, with using intention to
lower the radioactivity level of Fukushimas water.
It is a very young movement but one that has
already generated much interest.
Synchronicity and the Stories of Our Lives
The Tools
There are No Accidents
Working with Water Memory to Heal the World
Using Regression for Physical, Emotional, and
Spiritual Healing
Princess and the Pea

A charming retelling of the well-loved fairy story with
enchanting illustrations by Sara Gianassi. Part of the
Usborne Reading Programme, a collection of over 300
reading books, graded in eight levels and developed
with reading experts. Level Four books are for readers
just starting to read on their own.
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